them to his own purposes) and rival scholars such as the neo-Confucian Aizawa Seishisai (1782-1863) from the Mito area, who styled Amaterasu as "heavenly ancestor" (p. 135). Like Hirata, Aizawa kept a careful eye on the Russians and investigated Christianity and conversion strategies as tactics of the "Western barbarians" (p. 134) that necessitated the elevation of the kami to counter the Christian God.
The inauguration of the Meiji Restoration in 1868 brought the question of the role of religion in the newly modern and international Japan to the fore. In 1870 the Missionary Office issued statements on "Revering the Kami" and "Respecting the Emperor" (p. 145) which situated Amaterasu as the imperial ancestor and in control of the universe due to her embodiment in the sun. In the negotiations about religion that accompanied the foundation of the new state, Buddhism was resurgent, though in 1875 the joint Shinto-Buddhism program ended. The Meiji administration began by co-opting Shinto, but later Shinto was divided into State Shinto which was not religious but applied to all citizens and the polity, and Sect Shinto was a personal faith in various disestablished groups. This was not easy: as Zhong notes, Shinto priests "had to choose between being official ritualists or private religious people" (p. 193). The result was that Amaterasu was elevated to the guardian or guarantor of the Imperial office, where Ōkuninushi was demoted to an object of "private religion " (p. 199 ). This book is extraordinarily interesting and merits a wide readership. Zhong has written an exciting book uncovering a little-known story, a story that deserves to be fare better-known. I commend it to all students of religion. ALTERNATIVE SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION REVIEW 8:2 (2017) 
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